
ADD ONS 

Jelly Mask

Hand/Foot Massage

LED Light Therapy

Dermaplane

Retinol Acid

SOON Hand or Foot Mask

$75

$30

$15

$25

$15

$15

Chemical Peel     Consult with Aesthetician

WWW.CANDESSAAESTHETICS.COM

Signature: $275
Platinum: $175

Express: $100-$150

PRICING KEY

ON THE “GLOW”
The On-the-Glow Facial is the perfect treatment before
a big event, all eyes will be on YOU! Custom
HydraFacial boosters to hydrate, plump and firm your
skin, SOON eye or lip mask to tackle those fine lines and
wrinkles and topped off with ice globe therapy to wake
up even the most tired skin! Get your glow on with our
signature HydraFacial treatment!

$175

BYE BYE,  BLEMISHES!
Ditch the concealer and treat the root of your acne!
Instantly rebalance and refresh congested acneic skin
with a double cleanse for a deep clean, exfoliation via
Dermasound to purge impurities, mild chemical peel to
promote cell turnover and healing, LED therapy, ice
globe massage, and customized clay clearing mask.
Your skin is left clearer, radiant, and with a jaw-dropping
complexion.

$150

THE PLATINUM 
This indulgent Candessa facial is the number one seller
and for good reason! Sit back and relax starting with a
double cleanse, Hydrafacial to blast clean pores, jelly
mask with LED therapy, finishing off the experience with
our Soon eye or lip mask of your choosing.  You will
leave with skin that is revitalized and rejuvenated! A
great facial to start on anyone or to gift to a loved one. 

$175 SHINE BRIGHT LIKE A
DIAMOND
Get that dewy diamond glow with our Wet Diamond™
Microdermabrasion. Remove dull dead layers of skin
with a double cleanse, fruit enzymes to prepare the skin
for maximum exfoliation, and then wet diamond tipped
microdermabrasion via our HydraFacial. Topped off
with antioxidants, a 24k gold hydrating eye mask, and
jelly mask with LED therapy. You’ll be shining bright for
weeks to come with this "Cadillac" of experiences!

$150

CALM DOWN
Calm down painful and inflamed skin with this soothing
facial! Your aesthetician with breathe new life into your
skin with revitalizing enzymes, calming aloe and
cucumber gel mask, ice globe massage and high
frequency treatment. This will instantly reduce
inflammation, redness, and pain. Great for rosacea and
sensitivity. Leave with “pore-fection” skin! 

$125

MOTHER NURTURE
Motherhood (whether pre, current, or post) is already
hard enough so why not give mom the gift of glow!
Pamper the mother figure of your life by starting with
pregnancy and oncology safe products, including our
soothing milk peptide cleanser and masks. No matter
where you are in your pregnancy, know that you will
leave relaxed and ready to take on the day.   

$125

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH 
Turn back the clock with our luxurious "Fountain of
Youth" facial. We assist in stopping time by
incorporating a HydraFacial deep cleanse, mild
chemical peel with an indulgent tightening mask and
finishing off antioxidants and retinol. 

$275 EXPRESS 
The "OG" of Candessa facials! Includes dermasound,
exfoliation, customized products, and lots of massage
for a relaxing yet invigorating treatment! Great starter to
dip your toes into the facial world! 

$100

Gift Cards Available
S E E  S O M E T H I N G  A  L O V E D  O N E  W O U L D  L I K E ?
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$275
Signature Peel-
Signature HydraFacial with a chemical peel of any
strength.

CHEMICAL PEELCHEMICAL PEELCHEMICAL PEEL PRICINGPRICINGPRICING

$150

$450

Express Peel-
Our "lunchtime" peel! No frills, all results! 

Candessa Ultra Brightening Peel-
Customized peel only found here at Candessa! Comes
with 30 days of post peel product to maximize results!

Candesse Illume Peel-
Customized peel only found here at Candessa! Comes
with 90 days of post peel product to maximize results!
Our most potent peel. *Reserved for patients with
severe melasma, textured/scarred skin, etc*.

$750

$300

Candessa Signature-
Includes:
SkinPen® Advanced Microneedling Treatment
Includes full face and neck

MICRONEEDLINGMICRONEEDLINGMICRONEEDLING PRICINGPRICINGPRICING

Add on decollete  $350 | Add on PRP $200 | Add on chemical peel $75

Full Face: $350/tx

Neck: $300/tx

Full Arms: $450/tx

Hands: $150/tx

Decollete: $350/tx 

Photo Rejuvenation- 
Fade the appearance of hyperpigmentation (unwanted spots)
and uneven texture while promoting collagen growth in the
deeper layers

LASER TREATMENTLASER TREATMENTLASER TREATMENT PRICINGPRICINGPRICING

Full Face: $350/tx

Decollete: $350/tx

Neck: $250/tx

Skin Tightening-
Rejuvenate and tighten your skin's youth with this laser
treatment (Requires a series of 3-5 treatments. Area(s) cost
not listed will be determined after consult.)

Venus Viva- 
Erase the wrinkles with this innovative facial resurfacing
treatment. (Requires a series of 3-5 treatments. Area(s) cost
not listed will be determined after consult.)

Full Face: $550/tx

Decollete: $550/tx

Neck: $550/tx

Hands: $400/tx
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Head and Neck: $100

Body (shoulders down): $150

Lymphatic Drainage Massage-
A deeply relaxing treatment that improves retained
fluids created by stress or surgery. Boosts the immune
system functions to help your body heal and repair.
Using the true method in our Medical Spa,
developed by Dr. Vodder. 

LYMPHATICLYMPHATICLYMPHATIC PRICINGPRICINGPRICING

$250
Microblading-
Done with single one-time use hand piece for natural, hair-
like strokes.

BROW AND LASH SERVICESBROW AND LASH SERVICESBROW AND LASH SERVICES PRICINGPRICINGPRICING

$300

$99

Microshading-
A mixture of both hair-like strokes and powder fill which mimic
the look of a soft makeup fill-in. Great for those that already
fill in their brows day-to-day.

Microblading/Shading Touch Up-
Touch-up (previous work must have been done by Emily here
at Candessa) 6-8 weeks post first treatment. Color boosting
and helps final results.

Henna Brows-
Not quite ready for the commitment of microbladed brows?
Don't miss out on this! Henna-tinted skin for a light powder
look that lasts appx 2-3 weeks. Great to do before an event
or professional pictures.

$75

Brow Lamination-
Not a victim of the 90's brows? Lamination is for you! A
gentle perming of the brows to help reshape and redefine
the face. Tint included. 

$50

Lash Lift and Tint-
Drop the mascara! Lift your lashes for 6-8 weeks with a
gentle perm. Add brows for only $10.

$75

Toxins
Botox and Dysport

 
An injectable that provides effective
treatment for facial lines caused by

muscle movement. It smooths frown lines,
crows feet, and other signs of aging. 

INJECTABLESINJECTABLESINJECTABLES   

Filler
Juvederm or Restylane

 
An injectable filler that restores lost

volume, contours the face, and
improves deep wrinkles.

Sculptra
 

An injectable that helps regrow and
replace our body's lost collagen. Corrects

facial wrinkles, folds, and sagging.

PRP
Platelet Rich Plasma

 
A serum derived from your own blood that is
injected strategically to stimulate healthier
cells whether in the face for anti-aging

benefits or in the scalp to help combat hair
loss.  



$11 $70 $560

Mini-
Toes, Navel Area, Upper Lip, Chin,
Glabella, and Ears
Petite-
Back or Front of Neck, Bikini Line,
Underarms

Modest-
Full Neck (Front and Back), Face,
Shoulders, Chest, Half Arms, Buttocks,
Brazilian

Grand- 
Full Arms, Half Legs, Half Back

Majestic-
Full Legs, Full Back, Full Front Torso

$22

$33

$55

$44

$90

$110

$130

$170

$720

$880

$1360

$1040

*A recommended 8 sessions for best results

Members Benefits

Join Now For Only 
$200*

Full Brazilian or Bikini Area
Full Legs

Underarms
Full Face* 

 

WOMEN

Front of Chest or Modified
Full Back or Modified

Full Beard or Beard Line
Front and Back of the Neck 

MEN

LASER MEMBERSHIPLASER MEMBERSHIPLASER MEMBERSHIP

WWW.CANDESSAAESTHETICS.COM

Special 
Pricing*

More 
Areas

For
Everyone

*Minimum four month membership. Month-to-month after four months. 

*If needed. Areas of the face include lip, eyebrows, sideburns, and chin. 

NEED A DIFFERENT AREA? 
Call in today and one of our aestheticians would be more

than happy to help you! 


